For lack of effective analysis methods, tools and model expression and management of conflict problems in modern product low-carbon design multi-conflict problem, low-carbon design conflict problem based on integrated TRIZ and Extenics is modeled. Firstly, an equivalent transformation model of conflict problem for low-carbon design is constructed and the core conflict factor is determined. Then the innovative solution to conflict problem for low-carbon design based on the TRIZ principle reasoning and formal extension transformation reasoning. In the end of the paper, a screw air compressor is taken as a low-carbon design case, and the conflict problem is focused on noise optimization and structural features of relevant parts of the screw air compressor. The performance data of the low-carbon design requirement is mapped into the muffler by conduction transformation. The case verified a good experimental result.
Introduction
There are two difficulties to overcome in solving multi-conflict problem of modern product design: One is the lack of effective methods and practical tools for analyzing complex problems and the other is the lack of the expressions and management modes of multi-conflict problem in solving process. For multi-conflict problem, the traditional solution is decoupling analysis first, then the system is divided into several sub problems which are not related to each other, so that each sub problem can be dealt with respectively [1] [2] . But decoupling analysis is a complex process for most engineers, and it is not suitable for rapid design task in the enterprises. 
There are two difficulties to overcome in solving multi-conflict problem of modern product design: One is the lack of effective methods and practical tools for analyzing complex problems and the other is the lack of the expressions and management modes of multi-conflict problem in solving process. For multi-conflict problem, the traditional solution is decoupling analysis first, then the system is divided into several sub problems which are not related to each other, so that each sub problem can be dealt with respectively [1] [2] . But decoupling analysis is a complex process for most engineers, and it is not suitable for rapid design task in the enterprises.
Cavalluci [3] proposed the problem network flow technology to represent the multi-conflict problem solving process, but it is difficult to identify the main conflict while using the technology for lack of tools to analyze the complex problem. TRIZ [4] [5] is a method to solve conflict problems and the resolution is proposed based on knowledge, including the invention principle, separation principle, standard solution, et al. However, there was no systematic classification method for identifying conflict problem.
In this paper, a conflict problem of screw air compressor is modeled with integrated TRIZ and Extenics for low-carbon design. We determine the core conflict factor according to an equivalent transformation model of conflict problem for low-carbon design, and then the innovative solution of conflict problem is achieved based on the TRIZ principle reasoning and formal extension transformation reasoning for low-carbon design.
Commonality analysis of TRIZ and Extenics oriented to conflict problem

Analysis of conflict problem based on TRIZ theory and Extenics
There are two kinds of contradictions in TRIZ theory: Technology contradiction and Physical contradiction. Compared to technology contradiction, physical contradiction must be solved in the design because it's sharper. Analyzing problem with TRIZ is based on the technology contradiction, which is gained from the object after deep understanding. However, designers have to analyze the problem and give the relevant factors directly for the design problem that generated from the direct-input requirement. Especially for the multi-factor conflict problem of design, "one-to-many" solution can be obtained. That is means the analysis of TRIZ is based on explicit design factor and there are no more than two design factors to solve the problem. Mann [9] [10] , an international TRIZ researcher, thought that it was not necessary to analyze specific conflict problem, but to apply the principles that shown in the conflict matrix directly, because it was an effective way.
Antithetical problem and incompatible problem are two kinds of contradictions in Extenics:Extension contradiction is also the conflict between subjective requirement and objective design carrier, which coincides with the analysis of TRIZ. The analysis of the contradiction of Extenics includes the "one-to-many" principle, but the engineered and specialized innovation principle has not given. However, Extenics can't map relation between requirements and engineering characteristics directly, or guide a direction and thought to solve technical problem. The problem can be solved in an innovative way only if object was well-known to designers.
That is, the combination of TRIZ and Extenics will have complementary advantages to analysis and modeling of the conflict problem for the complex conflict low-carbon design [11] [12] .
Multi-factor equivalence analysis of low-carbon design
In the case of multi-design factors conflict, it is the primary problem to determine the internal relation between the design factors to get the technology-innovation product quickly. As shown in Table 1 , Pexh is exhaust pressure, Rexh is exhaust rate, Cuse is use cost Crec is recovery cost, CFmrt is carbon footprint in market stage, CFuse is carbon footprint in using stage. DCSij is the main technical indexes including product case data parameters of the low-carbon performance, and DCS ' ij is the main multi-factor design conflict mainly investigated in low-carbon design requirements and case data, here, i is the number of product serial, j is the number of product performance parameter, j = 1,2, ..., n. 
